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AZUR
COLLECTION

Moss walls: The process that allows moss and plants to be mummified, 
to stop their biological activities and thus to preserve their appearance, 
texture and color, is called a mummified or stabilized plant or algae. 
Moss wall applications are frequently preferred indoors and in areas 
that do not receive direct sunlight such as offices, cafes, restaurants, 
shopping malls, plazas.
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Moss walls are vertical garden 
applications applied with plant 
varieties fixed on stabilized 
moss. These applications are 
preferred with their natural 
and aesthetic appearance they 
provide to the environment.

Moss wall and vertical garden 
applications, which have 
become indispensable for the 
interior architecture sector in 
recent years, clean the air of 
their environment and create a 
happy working / living space.

Moss wall applications are 
among the most popular 
applications among vertical 
gardens and have become very 
popular in the field of interior 
decoration in recent years.
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As BD Vertical Gardens, all of our moss 
wall applications are also prepared with 
hypoallergenic techiques with antibacterial 
properties.

Various studies on moss walls in recent years ;

-It reduces stress in the environment,
-Increases productivity,
-It reduces the risk of airborne diseases,
-Shows that increasing the learning ability.
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LUSH COLLECTION
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Where Are 
Moss Walls 
Used?

Vertical garden, vertical wall 

or moss walls, especially 

suitable for indoor areas. The 

structure of the embalming 

process, without noticing the 

material used or the method of 

application
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For this reason, applications 
such as vertical garden, 
vertical wall and mummified 
moss wall applications are 
not recommended outdoors. 
They are especially suitable for 
office, school, shopping mall, 
plaza, sales offices, cafe etc.

If the specified conditions are 
met, all applications under BD 
Vertical Gardening guarantee 
maintain their form and texture 
on the first day for up to 7 
years.
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FOREST MOSS
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LİKEN 
KOLEKSİYONU
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YAPAY
DİKEY BAHÇE

Our artificial vertical garden applications are suitable for both 
indoor and outdoor designs. 
Artificial vertical gardening applications used to change the 
ambient air, create a natural environment and achieve a stylish 
appearance make themselves stand out with their proximity and 
durability to the living plant. These applications adapt to almost any 
environment.
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It is a type of vertical garden 
application specially prepared 
for you and your place by our 
designers on Contra panels 
using artificial plants prepared 
in the closest way to nature.

They show strength for many 
years and with their resistance 
to external conditions, these 
applications, which are 
especially preferred outdoors, 
are not affected by factors such 
as sunlight and wind.

All artificial vertical garden 
applications applied by BD 
vertical garden:

 -UV doped
-Fireproof
-Waterproof
-Eco-friendly
-They always retain the 
yesils of being green
-Maintenance free
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As in moss wall applications, 
artificial vertical walls do not 
require any maintenance. Your 
need for maintenance not 
being an important factor that 
reduces costs especially in 
green design applications is the 
factor.

Which Areas Are 
Suitable for Artificial 
Vertical Garden?

Thanks to their features, 
artificial vertical walls can be 
used both inside and outside. 
It can be used easily in space 
designs. Artificial plant on 
moss indoors. Artificial vertical 
walls that stand out with their 
designs, high durability
It is suitable for every place with 
its features
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FLOOR 
APPLICATION
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Artificial Plant
Artificial plant applications are arrangement studies using 
artificial plants.

Artificial Plant Arrangements
Unlike mummified plant applications, artificial plants are preferred 
for artificial herbal applications. You can choose artificial or 
mummified herbal applications in your spaces upon the customer’s 
request, taste and the opinions of our designers. 
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Features of Artificial Plants

All outdoor artificial plants used by BD Vertical Garden are UV 
stabilized, sunproof, waterproof and fire resistant. They provide 
sound insulation when applied on the wall. All of the artificial plants 
used are imported and supplied from high quality producers.
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Hangi Alanlar 
Yapay Dikey Bahçe 
için Uygundur?
Thanks to the features they 
have, artificial vertical walls can 
be easily used in both indoor 
and outdoor designs. Artificial 
vertical walls, which also 
stand out with artificial plant 
designs on Moss in interiors, are 
suitable for any space with high 
durability features.

Mekanlarınıza yeni bir 
hava katmak için çalışan 
tasarımcılarımız sizlere en 
uygun yapay bitki aranjmanları 
hakkında detaylı bilgiyi bizimle 
iletişime geçtikten sonra 
verecektir. Karar sürecinde 
projelerimiz bölümünden 
bulunan uygulamalarımıza göz 
atabilirsiniz.
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MOSS FRAMES
Moss frames are a variety of moss and mummified plants 
applied on a frame or logo. 

Properties of Moss Frames
Your moss boards are specially prepared for you using high qua-
lity moss and mummified plants. Moss frames do not require any 
maintenance and they retain the shape, color, and texture of the 
day they arrive.

Where Are Moss Frames 
Used?

You can hang your moss frames 
wherever there is a wall or use 
them by leaning them without 
hanging. You can easily use 
moss tables wherever you want, 
which do not have a specific 
area of use or special needs.
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Moss Frames also provide sound and heat insulation, reducing the 
risk of airborne diseases.

Moss boards with green designs that will open the interior of the 
ministers in your room, office or cafe can be yesiled anywhere.
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